
January 25, Best Practices for Creating a Welcoming Jewish Environment  

Join this community wide session led by Gather Inc, followed by an exclusive Level Up debrief 

February 8  Leadership and The Art of Storytelling, Facilitated by Aaron Henne 

Participants develop their own unique stories, aligning themes from these stories with the impact they 

wish to have on the world and their community.  

February  22  Effective Communication and Ambassadorship, Facilitated by Aaron Henne 

In this workshop, find the essence of that which you wish to communicate and for which you want to 

advocate. Use your passion as the basis for courageous, empathetic, and clear communication.  

Aaron Henne is the Artistic Director of theatre dybbuk, an arts and education organization whose work 

illuminates universal human experience from a Jewish perspective.  

March 8 JEDI – Jewish Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion, Rabbi Isaiah Rothstein  

Rabbi Isaiah is in Public Affairs with JFNA – Jewish Federation of North America – in charge of the pilot 

initiative to develop JEDI curriculum for Jewish communities. Meet Rabbi Isaiah here - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ixzs0ExUNPY  

March 22 Program Planning and the Winnipeg Jewish Landscape   

This session led by Rabbi Matthew will include Jewish organizational speed dating as well as specific 

training on the key elements of program planning, such as: Logistics; What makes it a Jewish event?; 

Design Thinking; Evaluation. 

 

April 5  Public speaking with Stephen Sim  

Boost your confidence in standing up in front of the room. With the storytelling skills gained in previous 

sessions, you will have the opportunity to practice and gain confidence in this interactive workshop. Meet 

Stephen online here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUz2WumRTc8   

April 26 Leading Effective Meetings with Rae Ringel  

Effective meeting design is an artform. This interactive training in Effective Meetings teaches how to craft 

and implement meetings of all kinds. Meet Rae Ringel here https://ringelgroup.com/biopage-rae-ringel/ 

May 10 Putting our new skills to work  

This time will be dedicated to planning practicum and workshop with a sprinkling of inspiration from some 

well known community leaders.  

May 24 So now you’re a Jewish community leader! 

This session led by Rabbi Mathew will create a space for reflection on your leadership skills and choosing 

your place in the Jewish community 

June tbd  Graduation – the program we can create to showcase Jewish Cultural Diversity from  around 

the world  
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